Documenting Resilience and Results
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) Analysis in the Acupuncture Clinic

Objectives:

Project: To explore the feasibility of using HRV in the clinic comparing published needling strategies and adjunctive measures (TAVNS) shown to improve autonomic tone.

Poster: To show HRV data in a sample series of patients illustrating the use of HRV protocol in comparing needling and related autonomic strategies and HRV results over time.

Background:

HRV, a noninvasive measure of autonomic balance, correlates with an improvement in mood, immunity, pain and inflammation, all of which are affected by acupuncture. There is evidence that acupuncture affects HRV and that improvement in HRV may correlate with clinical response\(^1\). Furthermore, HRV is well suited to capturing subtle physiological response to needling/treatment in the clinic over seconds, minutes, or days and months.

Resilience, or the ability of an organism to withstand illness, environmental pollutants, or daily stressors, remains difficult to quantitate, but complexity science may help. “Complexity-based tools may present a revolutionary bridge between qualitative and quantitative measures. Terms such as adaptability, robustness, or health were previously considered qualitative terms and thus were quantitatively intractable. Yet, complexity science has identified analytical methods that can help assess these features.”\(^1\) HRV is one of those analytical methods.

Materials and Methods:

Patient Selection: Patients selected for presentation had profound and decisive clinical improvement determined by chart review. Patients chosen for monitoring are those treated in supine position and free of cardiac arrhythmias.

HRV Monitoring: Nonin pulse oximeter for heart rate capture, with 5 minute baseline, during needling and 20 min supine, 3 minute segments tabulated and charted. Vivosense software for HRV analysis, all artifact corrected.

Acupuncture Treatment: Needling protocols were based on TCM principles. Additional needles placed per strategies listed below.

Transcutaneous Auricular vagal stimulation (TAVNS) or Estim consisted of modified TENS unit and ear electrode clip applied to the right or left ear with 2 to 30Hz stimulation in
the cymba concha region.

**Data Presentation:** Individual patients’ data are presented on a session by session basis.

Parasympathetic, Sympathetic activity, or DFAα (a nonlinear complexity measure shown

**Published Acupuncture Strategies to Improve Autonomic Tone used in study**

- Electroacupuncture at Large Intestine4→Large Intestine 11 100Hz\textsuperscript{iii}
- Estim or Transcutaneous Auricular Vagal Nerve Stimulation (TAVNS)\textsuperscript{iv}
- Electroacupuncture at Stomach 36\textsuperscript{v}
- Electroacupuncture at Stomach 36 and Spleen6\textsuperscript{vi}

**Clinical Cases**

**Clinical Case #1  Allergic Rhinitis**

Strategies tried

- Electroacupuncture at Large Intestine4→Large Intestine 11 100Hz
- Estim (TAVNS)
Clinical Case #2 Allergic Sinusitis and Asthma

Strategies Tried

- Electroacupuncture at Large Intestine 4 → Large Intestine 11 100Hz
- Estim (TAVNS)
- Electroacupuncture at Stomach 36
Clinical Responder 3 minute Segments
Parasympathetic Activity  Higher = Healthier

60 yr old Female with Asthma and Sinusitis
Clinical Case #3 Allergic (Eosinophilic) Esophagitis and Anxiety

Strategies Tried
- Estim (TAVNS)
- Electroacupuncture at Stomach 36
Clinical Case #4 Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Strategies Tried

- Electroacupuncture at Stomach 36 and Spleen 6
Clinical Case 5  Severe Migraines

Strategies Tried

- Estim (TAVNS)

Clinical Case # 5 Cont’d  Sum of Complexity data minute 6 to 12
Clinical Case #6  Severe Peripheral Neuropathy

Strategies Tried

- Estim or Transcutaneous Auricular Vagal Nerve Stimulation (TAVNS)
- Electroacupuncture at Stomach 36
- Electroacupuncture at Stomach 36 and Spleen 6
Clinical Case #7  Intention Tremor

Strategies Tried

- Estim or Transcutaneous Auricular Vagal Nerve Stimulation (TAVNS)
Clinical Case 8  Migraines

Strategies Tried

- Estim or Transcutaneous Auricular Vagal Nerve Stimulation (TAVNS)
Results and Discussion

The cases here are a small fraction of the many patients studied in the clinic in an ongoing effort to refine the protocol and establish best practices. Of particular interest in this context are conditions characterized by episodic attacks, such as allergies, migraines, intention tremor, and other conditions presented where “resilience” will play a large role in prevention. Recent studies show that acupuncture can prevent a startle response in horses\textsuperscript{vii} and psychological distress in athletes\textsuperscript{viii} making them more resilient. To demonstrate improved HRV over time may help to account for the decrease in physical symptoms.

The difference between one treatment strategy and another is not usually dramatic and the prescription needs to be repeated again and again to determine whether the effect is relevant. The hope is with continued improvement in protocol design, these differences will become more decisive.

Though HRV has been studied in conjunction with acupuncture in academic settings, longer term data over months is rare, and hopefully of interest to other researchers and practitioners.

Going forward, the author is looking at baseline HRV levels as an additional measure to predict which particular treatment strategy will best suit a particular patient\textsuperscript{ix}. It is clear that even indwelling vagal stimulation is not uniformly effective\textsuperscript{x}, so it should come as no surprise that any particular needling strategy or TAVNS is not effective for every patient.

Also under investigation is whether the heart rate and HRV response over seconds to needling bears relevance to clinical outcomes and choice of treatment strategy.

Conclusion:

Using the current HRV protocol, the difference in HRV between different needling strategies and TAVNS and traditional treatment are not dramatic. And though “correlation does not imply causation” HRV does tend to improve over time with acupuncture treatment in many cases.
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